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I guess I’ve always associated the
song ‘Mister Sandman’ with the
Andrews Sisters so I was surprised
to learn that it was actually first
recorded, in May 1954, by ‘Vaughn
Monroe & His Orchestra’ and later
that same year by ‘The
Chordettes’.  

The Chordettes’ single reached No.1 on the United
States Billboard chart and No.11 in the UK - although
the most successful recording of the song here was by
Dickie Valentine, which peaked at No.5. 

Preparation

1 Select  a  style
Although the Tyros4 and Tyros5 have some nice vocal 
sounds in the One Touch Settings (OTS) none of these are
linked to the style I felt was best suited to this piece.  In the
end, and putting aside the vocals for another day, I chose 
the ‘French Jazz’ style.  The style is provided with a good 
selection of appropriate sounds in the OTS - one of which 
is the Vibraphone (given at the top of the Easy Keyboard 
Library arrangement as the ‘Suggested Registration’.

2 Set  the  tempo
In accordance with the tempo instruction in the sheet 
music I set the French Jazz style to 200 beats bpm (that’s 
beats - not bars, per minute).  

Note: I mention this because sequence/ballroom dance 
CDs often use the term ‘bpm’ to denote bars per minute - 
and this has led to confusion on a few occasions.

3 Switch  ON the  AUTO  FILL-IIN  button
When the AUTO FILL-IN is switched on the accompaniment
is embellished with a subtle fill-in each time a new style 
variation is selected. This helps prevent the backing from 
sounding too repetitive and ‘mechanical’.

4a Tyros5:  
Check  that  the  OTS  LINK  button  is  switched  ON.
Switching the OTS LINK button on will cause the style 
variations (A,B,C and D) to work in conjunction with the 
OTS - so that the OTS changes automatically each time a 

new style variation is selected.

Note: Switching ON the OTS LINK will also cause the 
ACMP, and SYNC START buttons to be switched on.

4b Other  models:  
Check  that  the  OTS  LINK  button  is  switched  OFF.
Because the One Touch Settings tend to be programmed 
differently for each model, the ones I choose for my Tyros5
may be different from yours.  If they are, you won’t want 
the OTS LINK calling up your settings automatically each 
time you choose a new style variation or you’ll end up with
a different result from mine.  I’ll give you the voice(s) I use 
for each section as we go along.

You should also check that the ACMP and SYNC START 
buttons are switched on.

Performance

5 Select  style  variation  ‘C’  for  the  Intro  section
The arrangement in the EKL Fifties book gives a written 
introduction - and, because I wanted the sound of this to 
be different from the main tune, I chose style variation C 
for this section.  

On Tyros5 the OTS LINK causes OTS3 to automatically be 
called up - bringing the ‘Jazz Accordion’ voice to the 
melody part of the keyboard.   

If you’re playing a different model, you can select this 
voice yourself from the ACCORDION category on the 
VOICE panel. (I actually prefer the ‘Cassotto’ voice and you
might like to try this instead to see which you like best.) 

6 Select  style  variation  ‘B’  at  bar  8:    “Mister  Sandman...”
At the start of the eighth bar, at the G7 chord, switch to 
style variation B.  As you press the button the 
accompaniment will generate a one bar fill-in pattern to 
provide a natural transition from one variation to the next.  
Tyros5’s OTS LINK will automatically call up the ‘Vibraphone’
voice.  Players of other models will find this in the 
PERCUSSION voice category. 

Note: Percussion voices often respond well to a little 
sustain.  If you have a sustain footswitch, such as the 
Yamaha FC5, you’ll be able to control the amount of 
sustain using the pedal. If not, switch on the SUSTAIN 
button for a fixed level sustain effect.  

In this series we offer a series of easy to follow, easy to play,
arranger workshops based on song arrangements published 
in the ‘Easy Keyboard Library’. 
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7 Select  style  variation  ‘C’  at  bar  24:    
Bar 24 is actually the bar just before the lyric “Sandman, 
I’m so alone...”.  Pressing the style variation button C here,
at the G7 chord, will produce another fill-in to take you 
smoothly from style variation B to C.  As before, Tyros5’s 
OTS LINK will call up the OTS3 (Jazz Accordion voice) 
again to take you through to the end of the tune.      

8 At  bar  39  choose  INTO  to  repeat  or  ENDING to  finish    
As you approach bar 39 you’ll need to decide whether you
want to play the tune through again or round it off with a 
professional ending.

If  you  choose  to  end  the  tune...
Press the ENDING 3 button just before you reach bar 39 to
round off the arrangement with a four bar ending section 
played in the style of jazz violinist Stephane Grappelli.  

If  you  choose  to  repeat  the  tune...
Intro 3 will give you a great instrumental link from the end 
of the piece back to the beginning should you decide to 
repeat the EKL arrangement. 

Press the INTRO 3 button just before you reach the 39th 
bar to hear an eight bar bridging section played in the style
of Stephane Grappelli.  

The pre-recorded intro section begins on the C chord you 
play at bar 39 and ends up on a chord of G7 - perfect to 
lead you back into the start of the tune again.  

You’ll remember that the written arrangement begins with 
an eight bar intro of its own - so don’t go right back to the 
start as we won't need this.  As the pre-recorded INTRO 
section comes to an end pick up the melody on the third 
beat of bar 8 at the lyric “Mis-ter...”.

As you approach the end of the piece again press the 
ENDING 3 button just before you reach bar 39 to round off
the arrangement with four more bars of the Grappelli style.

Chords ((ooppttiioonnaall))

If you’d like to add a few more adventurous chords into your
music begin by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement.  Start at bar 1 and number each bar -
finishing at bar 40.  Next, write these chords into the music
score at the appropriate bar numbers...

You might even sequence the chords using the SONG
CREATOR feature - then, with your left hand free, use it to
control other functions.  Our tutorial DVD ‘Basic Sequencing -
Recording with Song Creator’ will show you how to do this if
you’re not sure.
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1:  Dm 2:  Dm  3:  Fm6 4:  Fm6 

5:  C 6:  Dm7  /  G7  / 7:  C6 8:  Dm7  /  G7  /

9:  CM7  /  C6  / 10: CM7  /  C6  /    11: B7sus4  /  B7  / 12: B7sus4  /  B7  /

13: E7sus4  /  E7  / 14: A7 15: A7 16: D7

17: D7sus4  /  D7  / 18: D7sus4  /  D7  / 19: Dm7 20: G7 

21: CM7  /  C6  / 22: CM7  /  C6  / 23: Ab7 24: Dm7  /  G7  /

25: CM7  /  C6  / 26: CM7  /  C6  / 27: B7sus4  /  B7  / 28: B7sus4  /  B7  /

29: E7sus4  /  E7  /  30: E7sus4  /  E7  / 31: A7 32: A7  

33: Dm7  34: Dm7   35: FmM7 / Fm6 /   36: FmM7 / Fm6 /   

37: CM7  /  C6  /   38: Dm7  /  G7  / 39: C  40: C 

Music Finder sets for the entire
‘Thirties’, ‘Forties’, ‘Fifties’, ‘Sixties’

and ‘Seventies’ Easy Keyboard
Library collections are now available

Download individually (price £2.50 per set)
from: www.yamaha-club.net/shop

Select the ‘Music Finder’ category 
in the side column.

or

Receive all five sets by post on a USB stick 
(£20 inc.p/p)

See members order form for details

NEW for TNEW for Tyros5!yros5!
Easy Keyboard Library
Music Finder 

‘BIG BAND HITS’ 
Music Finder now available
to download for Tyros5
Download price:  £2.50
from: www.yamaha-club.net/shop

Select the ‘Music Finder’ category in
the side column.
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Download


